Remember Who You Are,
Listen to Yourself First & Last.*

Enter the “New Era” with
Love, Light, Joy, & Gratitude!
 Understand your power and healing
abilities to take better care of you, your
family, and your community.

 Garner skills and wisdom to navigate
the new world and unfold a rich new life.

 Refine your energy field and raise your
vibration.

R Leah Moon: Energy Medicine

BCDNM, ThM, BS, NC, MH
International Intuitive Consultant &
Visionary Innovator

“Leah is profoundly appreciated as a mentor
and teacher by those who seek her assistance and guidance. Few practitioners draw
on such a wide range of healing approaches, so each client’s experience is uniquely
suited to their level of awareness and
needs. I recommend Leah as a compassionate, skillful facilitator of well-being and
optimum health.”
— Cay Randall-May, Ph.D., Intuitive Consultant
and Medical Intuitive (ABSMI)

806-341-7106
RLeahMoon.com
rleah@rleahmoon.com

 Set up a resonance that supports and

 Honor your spiritual nature and that of

Here is the place to get help!
I hadn’t thought of developing that land!
I passed my national exams!

Nothing is Set For You,
Until it is Set By You.*
* Puma Fredy Quispe Singona
** Ayni means nothing ever goes one way.

R Leah Moon: Energy Medicine
BCDNM, ThM, BS, NC, MH
Healing Arts Professional

Why are you still searching?
Here is the place to get help!

— Sharon C

your ancestors for a more sublime way of
being.
Live in Ayni of unconditional love and
gratitude.**

No Limits!

Leah has the ability to see and feel what
is needed. All I had to do was let her
know what I wanted and the work
began. Thank you Leah for all your help.

enhances the space around you, then send
it out into the world.



International Intuitive Consultant,
Dimensional Energy Healer,
Visionary Innovator

My shoulder doesn’t hurt anymore.
My cat is eating again!
© R Leah Moon. All Rights Reserved.

Root-Cause - Result-Based - Natural Accessible - Practical - Fun!

Grand solutions come from
every direction!
Work with the “whole being” first and the
issues often disappear!

Our Beliefs Become Our Biology!

Powerful Approach

Partner with me in elegant Intuitive Energy Sessions with visionary innovations from ancient
shamanic knowledge and modern energy medicine. Discover more about you, your purpose,
your well-being, and beyond.

Simplified! All-In-One Sessions!
Intuitive Consultations
Dimensional Healing
Visionary Innovations

 Sixty to ninety percent of today's medical

Cutting-Edge
Root-Cause
Result-Based

problems appear to be related to the
mind-body-stress where drugs and
surgery don't work.

 Neural plasticity allows you to rewrite your

software code rather than being stuck with
the old programming.

 Come into communion with who and what

you are.

Facilitator of People & Healing

Leah brings forward healing in her clients
and gives them the gift of seeing themselves
more clearly. She Incorporates a wide variety of skills in working with clients, and her
approach is results-based. I highly recommend her services. — Anne F. Salisbury,
PhD, MBA, CCHt Founder & ED

Become a “Touchstone” of
greater wisdom at the
global level!
Always in Ceremony!

“Leah is a talented facilitator of healing. She
has the ability to help evoke that healing and
bring it forward for the client. I highly recommend her services.” — Bob Nunley, PhD,
Director of Admissions, Holos University,
Co-Chair of Wisdom Council, ISSSEEM.org

Every Session is Unique to You!

Leah taught me how to relieve the negative
thinking and methods to help me fall asleep
faster. As Leah and I continue to work together, I see myself more empowered,
stronger emotionally, and so much more
confident. — E .Silvia

I will help you understand
Your Power, Strength, Equality,
Magnificence, & Magnitude of
Who You Really Are so You can
Choose Your Own Destiny
Rather than be a Victim!
Be Assured,
Wherever You Start is Just Right!
Explore the grand mystery of who you are.
Evolve your life blueprint, discover your own
greater healing and what you have yet to imagine. Explore anything and everything about you
Allow yourself to arrive to a more current way of
loving and energetic way of living and being.

Energy work is multi-dimensional. You may
experience dramatic changes as early as
when you schedule, during, in-between, or
after sessions. Energy sessions can continue to unfold and integrate long after your
session is over; for hours, days, months,
and sometimes even years afterwards.

No Limits!

